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A young woman is lost on a scuba dive in Grand Cayman. Did she suffer nitrogen narcosis? Or
did she commit suicide? Experts argue both scenarios in a civil trial that takes place 14 months
later. Her parents are the plaintiffs. The defendants are a large corporation and its dive master on
that fateful day. There are several experts called to testify, including the author. The two lawyers
object to each other's arguments, cite precedent, drill their experts. Yet one thing is missing: her
body. It will never be recovered. The Wall is fiction but it reads like a real case. Put yourself in the
jury box, listen to the experts and lawyers battle it out, then make your decision along with the
jury. How will you decide? For the plaintiffs or the defense?
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is a novel-length work of fiction. The title refers to one of the cliff walls off Grand Cayman Island
that is popular with scuba divers. The trial takes place fourteen months after a young woman
died while diving on that wall.All the characters are fictional except for myself, as one of the
defense team’s experts, and my role is entirely fictional. Any resemblance of other characters to
real persons is purely coincidental. While there are extant legal decisions arising out of scuba
accidents and deaths, the ones presented by the opposing attorneys are created for the
novel.As a reader, you are part of the jury that will determine the verdict. Do not think that the
side I testify for has a slam dunk in this case. It’s not that simple, as you’ll see. I strongly
recommend you read the book in sequence and not jump ahead to see how the trial
ends.Lawrence Martin, M.D.drlarry437@gmail.comThe Villages, FL1. The DiveThe Caribbean
water is shimmering and blue, transparent on this sunny day. The dive boat ties up at a preset
mooring so no anchor will disturb the delicate coral beneath. One by one, nine scuba divers
jump off the boat. Each diver has requisite air tank and regulator, face mask and fins, and most
are clad in a brightly-colored, thin wet suit to protect from accidental abrasions.A young woman,
Charlene, is the leader or dive master, and she will be the underwater guide. The other eight are
diving for pleasure and buddied up for safety, like kids at a summer camp swim. Four buddy
pairs. The group treads water on the surface next to the boat until Charlene asks for the OK sign.
Each diver forms an “O” with thumb and forefinger signaling “I’m OK.”“Let’s go!” she says, and
the dive commences.~~~The opaque surface gives way to another world below, one alive with
fish and invertebrates of odd shapes and beautiful colors. It is a world that Jacques Cousteau
brought to millions of television viewers in the 1950s and 1960s. In that era modern scuba gear –
invented by Cousteau and Emile Gagnan in France during World War II – made underwater
exploration possible for just about anyone with the desire. It took several decades of product
development and marketing for SCUBA—Self-Contained Underwater Breathing Apparatus—to



become a major recreational industry. As an industry, scuba shares features with downhill skiing:
high-tech equipment; glossy magazines with colorful covers; air travel usually needed to reach
the best sites; emphasis on safety; official acknowledgment that injuries can occur if one is not
trained and careful.Each year millions of divers travel to warm waters all over the globe.
Especially popular in the Western Hemisphere, with a plethora of healthy coral reefs, are the
Bahamas, several Caribbean islands, and the Yucatan coast of Mexico and Central America.For
people whose image of the sea comes only from the beach or the deck of a boat, the first
underwater view of a coral reef is a mind-expanding New World. Three sites are famous for
offering a far-surpassing experience when viewed in person, compared to just watching a video:
Arizona’s Grand Canyon; earth from outer space; and the underwater view of a healthy coral
reef.~~~It doesn’t take the divers long to reach a sandy bottom about forty-five feet below the
boat. The sand is punctuated by ridges of high coral heads. Hundreds of yellow grunts and jack
fish dart about, seemingly oblivious to their new mammalian neighbors.The divers hover a few
feet over the sand while the dive master counts heads and signs to each person for their OK
signal. Then, with more sign language she indicates “follow me.” She is easy to follow as
underwater visibility is almost 100 feet in any direction; the typical inland lake has visibility of only
two to four feet. These are near-perfect dive conditions. The water is warm, visibility is excellent,
sea life is abundant. Less than five minutes into the dive the group reaches the edge of an
underwater cliff. Beyond the cliff edge is an empty blueness. Over the cliff and almost straight
down is the wall, a 3000-foot descent to a new bottom.The first few hundred feet of the wall is a
natural collage of hard and soft coral, in which live some of the more interesting sea creatures:
anemones, shrimps, crabs, eels, octopi, and a variety of tropical fish. Sometimes along the wall
you will see pelagic species, such as sharks, barracudas, stingrays and giant turtles. These
larger, free-swimming creatures don’t stay long before retreating to the open sea. Since scuba
divers also cannot stay long before returning to the surface (perhaps twenty minutes or so at
moderate depths), most attention is devoted to the wall itself.The divers float over the cliff’s
edge, eyes on the wall as they descend: fifty-sixty-seventy feet. Charlene has double duty, to
make sure all her divers stay together, and at the same time scan the wall for interesting things
to see. She has done this dive countless times, and has occasionally had divers who stray too
far, or don’t stay close to their buddy. Then she has to focus on the people, not the undersea
creatures. But this time the group seems cohesive, and she knows there will be plenty of
interesting creatures to see on the wall.Ten minutes into the dive they reach the designated
maximum depth of 100 feet, easily determined on each diver’s depth gauge. The coral collage
shows no sign of ending, but for safety they will go no deeper. Instead, the dive plan is to start a
slow ascent, to let the accumulated nitrogen bubble out of tissues slowly. To go deeper would
shorten the safe dive time considerably and risk the bends, a brutal pain that comes from
nitrogen escaping too quickly and forming large gas bubbles that interfere with circulation.
Another potential problem of going deeper is simply running out of air and drowning.The beauty
of scuba is that you are free of any connection to the surface, and can go where you will. The



downside is that you carry your air supply with you, and there is no more to be had if that runs
out (except possibly sharing an air hose with your dive buddy, always a risky proposition). So
divers pace themselves and rarely run out of air. Strict guidelines mandate how deep to go, how
long to stay and how quickly to ascend. As a result, thousands of dives have been made here,
on this wall, with no fatality and only a few mishaps.Every few minutes Charlene does a head
count, each one lasting five-ten seconds. Otherwise she is busy searching for life that her less-
experienced charges might not see. As long as the group stays together, her main job is to guide
the dive and try to make it memorable, even exciting. Who knows what they might find? At a
depth of eighty-two feet she spots a giant crab hiding in a coral crevice. She alerts the other
divers, who stop to gawk at the crustacean, or what they can see of it. The crab is at least three
feet across, but only the eyes and huge front claws are visible. The claws sweep back and forth,
warning intruders to stay away. The crab cannot know these divers mean no harm, and sensibly
refuses to come out of its recess. The divers move on.Every square yard of the wall is alive.
Brightly colored forms that look like plants or rocks or weeds are really coral, members of the
animal kingdom and built up of millions of tiny polyps. Three foot-long orange basket corals,
each with an opening two feet in diameter, jut out horizontally from the cliff. In between sway
deep-purple gorgonians, corals that look like giant leafs with an intricate, lattice design. And in
between them are the pencil thin, ultra-long ‘whip’ corals that seem to start nowhere in particular
and go on forever.Hugging the wall are rock-hard brain corals, so named because their
serpiginous ridges – each an endless colony of tiny corals – are remindful of the human brain.
Dotting the coral surface in random fashion are intriguing Christmas tree worms, about two-
inches high and an inch wide. They don’t look like any kind of worm at all but instead suggest
miniature pine trees growing out of a hollow and stationary stalk. A diver pokes his finger toward
one of them; with shutter speed the threatened worm retracts into its stalk. (If you wait long
enough, and at a distance, you can see it slowly emerge again.)Colors are muted at depth, due
to absorption of the sun’s rays by the water. Reds and yellows are the first to go, and beyond
sixty feet or so everything tends to have a bluish-brownish tinge – until you shine your
underwater light. Then the real colors are restored, and you see ocean life the way it looks just
below the surface.Along the wall are sea anemones, one of the more colorful sea creatures. A
sedentary flower-like invertebrate, it sports dozens of bright-white, pink-tipped slender arms that
sway gently back and forth, searching for nutrients. Somehow, the anemone manages to cull
from the ocean all the food required, and bring it to a centrally-located (but hard to see) mouth.
Even more interesting is what can usually be found, almost hidden, among the anemone’s arms:
a bright red, diaphanous shrimp. The shrimp rests clinging to one arm, waiting. Perhaps to
escape its enemies, or to share whatever dinner comes along.The divers are entranced. None
has dove this wall before, and they would stay all day if it was feasible, which of course it is not.
Your air supply is limited, and even with more air, you risk the bends if you stay too long.But
there is so much to engage the senses! And the perspective changes depending on your
distance and field of view. At a distance of, say, three feet from the wall you see large corals,



hard and soft, and whatever fish swim by. At a distance of six inches you see worms, shrimps
and other invertebrates, plus the tiny creatures that live in the myriad nooks and crannies found
on any coral reef. And with a magnifying lens you would find still more to marvel at, such as the
complex anatomy of the individual coral polyp.In its abundance and variety of life the coral reef is
not unlike a tropical rain forest. But imagine a rain forest where you can defy gravity, where you
can place yourself at any level at will, from the ground to the tree tops. You do this effortlessly,
and as a bonus you don’t have to worry about stepping on squiggly things or getting bitten by
nasty creatures you can’t see. True, your time is limited in this underwater forest, but that seems
a small price to pay for the experience. And you can always return for another visit.At seventy
feet depth the group comes upon a diver’s delight. Charlene has found a large green moray eel,
its bulbous head poking out from a crevice in the coral. She gives the snapping hand signal that
means “moray” and everyone crowds around the opening. She knows finding this creature alone
will make the diver memorable, and keeps one hand pointing to the crevice where it resides, to
make sure everyone can see it. The eel’s head is fully occupied by its mouth, a cavernous space
that constantly opens and closes, which is nothing more than normal breathing, by forcing water
over its gills. When open, you see sharp teeth by which the eel bites its prey. A fascination, this
weird sea creature; it could grace the cover of any science fiction magazine as a visual teaser for
stories about “strange life on other worlds.”The moray’s vision is poor to the point of near
blindness and it will bite anything that comes close. Divers keep their hands far away. The moray
refuses to reveal more of its sinuous body, which judging by head size is at least five feet long. A
minute or two passes and it is time to move on, to ascend some more.Charlene glances back to
once again count heads. One, two, three…seven. ONLY SEVEN! She scans the horizon
frantically. No eighth diver. She started with eight.Her head counting alerts others. The missing
diver’s buddy then notices that his partner – a young woman – is no longer among the group.
Everyone else looks around and counts: one-two-three-four––seven, plus the dive master. No
mistake. Instinctively, everyone looks up; they can see to the surface: all clear. Then they look
down and see, perhaps seventy-five feet below, a silver scuba tank on the back of a diver,
moving away from them. Still descending!The dive master signals the others to continue their
slow ascent and get back to the boat. The buddy of the wayward diver instead begins to
descend, intending to rescue his sinking partner. Charlene pulls on his arm and shakes her
head. Unmistakably, with eyes and hands, she gestures “No! No!” He is to ascend and return to
the boat with the others. He is not trained to go deeper, or to attempt any sort of rescue.The
seven divers obey and continue their ascent, while the dive master descends toward the sinking
scuba tank. At 130 feet she realizes catching up is hopeless. The lost diver is now at a depth of
at least 200 feet and continuing to fall. To follow the diver is to risk joining her in death. Beyond
200 feet Charlene would run out of air before returning to the surface and her quest—alive?
dead already?—is still descending.Seven minutes later the other divers surface, a hundred
yards from their boat. They were not supposed to surface just yet, or this far away. The boat
captain and an on-board spotter see them waving arms frantically, the sign of diver distress. But



their distress is for the one lost; they themselves are in no physical danger. The surface is calm
and they are now breathing earth’s bountiful atmosphere.The captain releases the mooring line
and brings the boat around. One by one the divers climb aboard. The spotter helps them remove
their heavy tanks.“What happened?” asks the spotter, not of any specific diver.“We lost a diver!”
offers one of the group. “A young woman.”“How?”“We don’t know!”“Where’s Charlene?”“She
dove deeper to try to get her! We left Charlene at seventy feet.”“The diver just
vanished?”Another diver responds. “We don’t know. It all happened so fast. We were at the wall,
looking at a moray. When we turned around, one of us was missing. Just gone.”“Who is
she?”Only the lost diver’s buddy knows her name, and he answers. “She’s Jennie Knowlton. My
girlfriend.” He begins to cry and vomit mucus at the same time.The captain is in a whirlwind. A
scuba instructor himself, he must now act quickly as both captain and diver, and on limited
information from his stunned passengers. First, secure their safety. That done, he brings the boat
back to the mooring while making a distress call to the dive shop.“This is Coral Cruiser at the
North Wall,” he says. “We have two divers down at the North Wall, buoy 254-K. Repeat, buoy
254-K, North Wall. I need boat assistance and rescue divers immediately. Both divers may be at
great depth. I am going down now and Johnnie Ebanks, my spotter, will stay on the boat.” There
is more give and take on the radio, and it is clear that help will be coming quickly.Ebanks secures
the mooring while the Captain dons scuba gear with the speed of a professional. A minute later
he is in the water, heading toward the wall. The divers on the boat watch him go under, then turn
their gaze elsewhere, to the deck of the boat, or to the horizon. Everyone avoids staring at the
victim’s dive buddy, who sits alone, eyes out to sea.As the captain reaches the wall’s edge he
sees Charlene coming up, alone. They rendezvous on the sandy bottom. She takes out her dive
slate and writes: “Disapp. @ 200 ft & still sinking.” The message is sufficient. And final.Charlene
must remain under water for several more minutes to decompress, allowing the buildup of
nitrogen that occurs with every dive to bubble off safely. The captain returns to his boat.Ten
minutes later Charlene surfaces and climbs aboard. The pressure marks from her face mask
frame sad eyes, not filled with tears but with a mixture of terror and anger. There is no worse
tragedy for a professional in the scuba business than losing a diver. Her first words are to the
victim’s buddy, Jonathan Archer.“What happened?” Her tone is accusatory.“I don’t know,” he
cries. He, too, is scared. It is not like some friend is lost in the woods, or in a cave, or on a boat at
sea; in those situations, there is always hope. People lost for days or weeks in those
circumstances can survive. But underwater you have only minutes because you run out of air.
Now his girlfriend is lost at the bottom of the ocean, from which there can be no return.Archer
offers no explanation. He is intimidated by the dive master’s glare, by the silence of everyone
about him, indeed by the silence of the sea itself. There is nothing to intrude on his answer. He
mumbles something about looking at the moray eel, of not knowing his girlfriend was sinking, of
everything happening so fast.Charlene realizes further questioning will lead nowhere, at least
not now. She confers with the boat captain and spotter at the front of the boat. Then she takes to
the radio and speaks with the shop manager. The shop is located at the dock, from where the



rescue boat Turtle Cove has just left, about three miles away. Dive master and captain are told to
stay put, help is coming.Charlene is too upset to query the other divers, who are getting out of
wet suits and putting their gear away. The captain speaks to them.“We have lost a diver,” he says.
“We have another boat coming to look for her. I am sorry but I cannot take you back just yet. We
will need to stay here awhile.” He does not say so outright, but everyone knows she is dead or
soon will be, and there is no hope.The divers have many questions, but also don’t want to make
things worse by interrogating Archer. They want to know if his girlfriend was sick, if she had any
history of seizures or asthma, medical problems that have felled other divers under water. They
want to ask if he knew she was falling away; after all, buddies are supposed to keep track of
each other under water. They want to ask him, quite simply, “What the hell happened?” But they
ask nothing. There is silence, except for the sound of gentle wavelets slapping against the boat’s
hull. For all aboard Coral Cruiser, on this gloriously sunny day, a beautiful dive has turned into a
nightmare.A few minutes later the Turtle Cove arrives and pulls up beside Coral Cruiser, close
enough for Charlene to climb aboard. She confers with two male rescue divers on the second
boat, each of whom has dual air tanks strapped on. They are planning a quick search. She
knows it will be fruitless but is thankful for their assistance. Having just left the water at great
depth, she cannot go back down the wall, but she can go to a shallower area and point out
where the sinking took place.The three divers jump in. Charlene stays at cliff’s edge, forty-five
feet deep, while the other two go deeper. They reach a depth of about 150 feet and can see
another 100 feet further down. No scuba tank, no human form is visible below them. They cannot
go deeper without risking the bends. Having reached this depth they must now ascend, but
because they went so deep they have to hover twenty feet below the surface for several minutes
to decompress. Meanwhile, Charlene returns to Coral Cruiser, which waits until the rescue
divers surface and get back on board Turtle Cove. Together, the two boats return to the dock.
The search is over.Fourteen Months LaterCivil Trial in Cleveland, Ohio2. Trial Day OneThe first
order of business on this Monday morning – before the trial begins, before potential jurors are
questioned – are three defense motions for dismissal. Knowlton vs. Ocean Realm International,
et. al. is a civil case, for monetary compensation only. The plaintiffs are Mr. and Mrs. Knowlton.
The complaint is wrongful death of their twenty-year-old daughter due to “reckless negligence.”
Since there is no criminal charge, there is no official interest by the state. The parents seek a
monetary award, plus the kind of release that can only come with a guilty verdict against
someone – even if a faceless corporation – who might be responsible.To get to Judge Mabel
Whittaker’s Cleveland courtroom the case has taken the usual circuitous route such cases often
travel, only perhaps a bit more so, since Jennie died in the waters off Grand Cayman Island, an
autonomous British Overseas Territory 500 miles south of Miami. Considering the large volume
of discovery since Jennie Knowlton’s death – investigations, interviews, pre-trial hearings,
depositions, even an on-site visit to the underwater wall where she disappeared – it seems
unlikely any of the dismissal motions will prevail. By the day of trial it is palpably apparent to
those involved that inertia favors getting on with the case already.In truth, defense does not



expect any dismissal motion to prevail just now, but the motions will be entered nonetheless, as
a basis for later appeal, if necessary. The defense’s tone is the assumptive “your-Honor-you-
must-dismiss-this-case-it-is-without-merit” style peculiar to lawyers. It doesn’t hurt trying. The
defense always hopes a cogent point will catch a sympathetic judge’s fancy and result in a quick
“motion granted, case dismissed.”At this stage of the trial there are only a few people in the
courtroom besides the judge and two lawyers: Jennie’s parents and a couple of relatives, an
executive from Ocean Realm, a newspaper reporter who will write about the case, plus the bailiff
and court stenographerSpeaking for the defense team is lead council Richard Kirkland, a thin
man with the body of a long-distance runner, in his late 40s and showing his age mainly by some
frontal balding. He stands before the judge to offer his motions.“Your Honor, we request
dismissal of this case on the grounds that there is no body. Plaintiff has produced no physical
evidence that one Jennie Knowlton is in fact dead, other than hearsay from people working in a
foreign country. Young people disappear all the time, only to appear months or years later. It is
entirely possible that Ms. Knowlton did not die in Grand Cayman, that what happened is some
sort of prank, and that she is alive. Whatever happened to her, Your Honor, there can be no
charge of negligence against our client without proof of demise, and to have that proof we need
the body. We demand dismissal on this ground, and cite the appellate decision in Johnson vs.
Dolphin Yacht Charters, Appeal from the United States Court for the Western District of
Pennsylvania (Civil No. 94-4321), to wit:“...Since no body was produced, and while the
possibility exists that the alleged deceased was eaten by sharks, the lack of any physical
evidence for subject’s demise argues strongly against granting plaintiff’s claim of death by
negligence. We therefore uphold the lower court decision...”Whereupon Mr. Kirkland hands the
judge a neat sheaf of papers, which encompass the cited decision.Plaintiff’s lead attorney,
Chester Pearson, senior partner in the small Cleveland personal injury firm Pearson,
McDermott, and McFall, stands to speak. He is tall, fiftyish, well-coifed. Like his counterpart, he
is dressed in suit and tie.“Your Honor, this is a bogus defense request and an insult to the
Knowlton family. Their daughter Jennie has been certified deceased by the appropriate
authorities of the Cayman Islands and we have the death certificate, which will be entered into
evidence. She died on July 15, 2014. Moreover, Your Honor, evidence for this death can in no
way be called “hearsay,” We have eyewitnesses to the exact circumstances that led to her death,
and these eyewitnesses include both employees of the company and U.S. citizens vacationing
on the island. The circumstances are such that her body can never be produced, at least not
within the constraints of technology and resources available to the Cayman
government.“Furthermore, Your Honor, the case of Johnson vs. Dolphin World was entirely
different from the one before the court today. In that case a man fell overboard on a yacht in the
Caribbean Sea, and there were no eyewitnesses. The man’s insurer refused to pay the death
claim because no death certificate was issued. His wife sued the yacht company and lost
because she could not prove he was dead, and there was at least some circumstantial evidence
he was not. In fact, Your Honor, it was reported in the newspapers shortly after the appellate



decision that he was alive, and that the death had been faked.“In our case, Your Honor,” Pearson
continued, “there is no life insurance claim and we have eyewitnesses to the tragic event. We
know where Jennie’s body is, but it is unfortunately not recoverable. To dismiss our claim on the
grounds cited by defense would be a gross injustice, Your Honor, and deny due process to the
aggrieved parents.” Whereupon Mr. Pearson also hands the judge some papers, including the
cited death certificate.Judge Whittaker is in her mid-forties, short, brunette. Her trademark is out-
of-fashion thick-framed glasses. Her reputation is good: competent and efficient, paired
attributes not found in all of her colleagues. She has before her two experienced lawyers in the
field of wrongful-death civil litigation, which for her is a pleasure. Like all judges, she has suffered
incompetent or ill-prepared attorneys, and knows this will not be one of those occasions.Judge
Whittaker disdains the poker-face countenance adopted by some of her male colleagues.
Instead, she listens with emotion, raising her eyebrows when something sounds startling, out of
order, or ridiculously exaggerated. Her eyebrows raise more with defense than with plaintiff
arguments.Hardly does Pearson say “aggrieved parents” then judge Whittaker responds. “There
seems to be sufficient evidence that Ms. Knowlton did in fact die on the date and in the manner
indicated. If any evidence to the contrary surfaces during the trial, the court will take it into
consideration. Therefore, defense motion is denied.”Kirkland is unfazed and prepares for
another motion. For effect, he pauses about fifteen seconds, straightens his tie and shuffles
some papers at the table, then approaches the bench. “Your Honor, we have a second motion
for dismissal. This alleged disappearance took place in a foreign country, Cayman Islands, and
must be tried there under British authority, not in the U.S.”Kirkland does not really want to try the
case in Grand Cayman, but granting this motion would make it far more difficult for plaintiffs to
mount their case; they would have to hire new lawyers and pay them by the hour, regardless of
the verdict. British law does not have a U.S.-style contingency fee system.“Your Honor,” Pearson
interjects, “Ms. Knowlton died while she was a guest of Ocean Realm International, a United
States-chartered company, indeed while scuba diving with the very dive shop they operate upon
their premises.” Pearson then hands the judge a pile of credit card receipts Jennie and her
boyfriend generated over the three vacation days before her demise, including ones for the hotel
and the scuba diving trips.Kirkland retorts: “Your Honor, we don’t dispute that Jennie and her
boyfriend were guests at the resort, or that they dove with an operation run by the company.
Those facts, however, are beside the point, which is that this court has no jurisdiction over the
alleged incident. Notwithstanding the alleged disappearance, British and U.S. admiralty law –
established over two centuries – has clearly upheld the sovereignty of each nation to try the
cases that originate in either waters, irrespective of the citizenship of the people involved. To
demonstrate this point I will cite the appellate case of Cockroy vs. Regency Cruise Lines, which
also involves a diving incident in Grand Cayman Island. The decision was handed down by the
Southern District of New York, in 1995. Since the case went no further, the decision stands. If I
may, Your Honor, I would like to read the most cogent paragraphs into the court record.”He
hands her the decision, which she scans.“How much do you plan to read?”“Just the part I’ve



outlined in yellow. Two minutes, tops.”“Proceed.”Kirkland begins reading. Judge Whittaker
follows him along in her copy.“The lower court determined that Cockroy was entitled to damages
of $300,000 for neurologic impairment following a scuba diving accident, which occurred while
he was on a day excursion from a Regency-operated cruise ship. Regency arranged for the
scuba diving, and Cockroy had charged the activity to his cruise ship bill. Notwithstanding that
Cockroy is a U.S. citizen and Regency Cruise Lines is a U.S.-based corporation, the dive shop is
a registered Cayman Islands business, one that contracts with dozens of cruise ships. To
absolve the dive shop of any negligence and to burden the cruise line with all liability - when it
functioned merely as a middle man in this activity - is to ignore the culpable business...It has
been claimed that the plaintiff would be unfairly inconvenienced by trial in Grand Cayman, but
appropriateness and inconvenience are two unrelated matters. Discounting any claim of
inconvenience, it is not clear why a forum in Grand Cayman would be inappropriate. No
—”“What? He wants us to sue Grand Cayman? We have to go there?” The questions, from
Jennie’s mother, are loud and anguished.The judge bangs here gavel. “I acknowledge the
presence of the Knowlton family, and welcome you to stay throughout the trial. I know this is
difficult for you, but I must maintain decorum. Please refrain from speaking out. Any more
outbursts and I will have to ask the bailiff to remove you from the court.”Barely audible, from the
Knowlton bench, is Mr. Knowlton’s reply. “We’re sorry, Your Honor. It won’t happen again.” Mr.
Knowlton says a few words to his wife, who nods, and speaks no more.“Mr. Kirkland,” says the
judge, “you may proceed.”“Thank you, Your Honor.”“No credible evidence has been presented
that Grand Cayman would not entertain such a suit against the local dive shop or that there are
other barriers to hearing the suit in that jurisdiction. Since plaintiff bears the burden of proof on
this issue, we find in favor of the appeal...we agree with the defense argument that the proper
venue for this trial is in George Town, Grand Cayman Island, not in Denver [Cockroy’s home
town]. We therefore reverse the lower court decision and remand the case to its proper
venue.”Kirkland looks up, a signal he is finished reading. “Now Your Honor, before Mr. Pearson
objects, let me add that we don’t want to deny the Knowlton family their day in court. But the
hotel that Jennie and her boyfriend stayed in is in fact a registered Cayman Island business, one
that pays taxes to the Cayman government. Irrespective of its association with the parent
organization here in the U.S., this 1995 appellate decision clearly states that the proper venue
for this claim is back in the Caymans, not in the U.S.”“Your Honor!” Pearson rises, prepared for
rebuttal.“Just a minute,” the judge says. “Mr. Kirkland, are you finished with this part of your
motion?”“Yes, Your Honor.”“OK, Mr. Pearson, you may continue.”“Your Honor, Mr. Kirkland is
mixing apples with cumquats. The 1995 decision he quotes dealt with a diving outfit in no way
controlled by Regency Cruise Lines. There was an arm’s length business arrangement whereby
Regency collected the money and kept a percentage as a booking fee. In the Knowlton case,
both the hotel and the dive shop were and are owned by the same corporation. The fact that
Ocean Realm’s operation on Grand Cayman pays taxes to the Cayman government is
immaterial. It does not affect ownership and it does not affect culpability, Your Honor.”“I beg to



differ” replies Kirkland, who is now on his feet as well. “Ownership is not the reason the appellate
court overturned the lower decision in Cockroy. The reason is location. The accident took place
in Grand Cayman, and the court recognized this fact. That’s why the trial was remanded to the
Cayman Islands, not because of ownership, Your Honor.”Judge Whittaker is mindful that the
record is being set up for possible appeal, and wants to review the Cockroy case in more detail
before making a decision. “The court will take a ten-minute recess,” she says, “while I have time
to go over this decision.”The judge stands and leaves through a side door. Fifteen minutes later,
court is back in session.It seems that the year-long period of discovery, the legal legwork that
has occurred to this point, the anticipation of all participants – and perhaps judge Whittaker’s
own curiosity – have created a momentum to push this case forward.“I must disagree with
defense in this instance,” she begins. “The appellate decision makes specific mention of the fact
that Regency Cruise Lines and Jeff’s Dive Shoppes [the outfit Cockroy dove with] were separate
companies, with different insurers and different governing boards. In the case before this court
today, the parent company and the Cayman subsidiary have the same insurer and the same
governing board. It is the opinion of this court that U.S. jurisdiction is proper and established.
Motion denied.”Only about an hour has passed so far. The audience in the courtroom is no
doubt a little bored, and wish the main event would begin already. But Kirkland has one more
defense motion to present, to at least get established on the record.“Your Honor,” Kirkland
begins. “If in fact Jennie is deceased, the evidence is overwhelming that she died an accidental
death, and that there are no culpable parties. There can be no wrongful death claim in an
accidental situation involving scuba diving, Your Honor. Scuba is an inherently risky sport, more
so than laying on the beach or snorkeling. Furthermore, she signed a waiver for all accidents,
acknowledging the risks involved, and I have a copy of it here.” He places the waiver before the
judge. “I will quote, from the bottom paragraph:”“I agree to hold harmless Ocean Realm
International and all its subsidiaries for any accident that may befall me. I understand that scuba
diving is inherently risky, and that I may be subject to the bends, to running out of air, or to
drowning. This release shall inure to my relatives, to my heirs, and to any relation that may make
claim on my behalf for said accident. Signed, Jennie Knowlton, 7/13/2014.”Looking up at the
Judge, Kirkland finishes. “We therefore request that this case be dismissed on grounds that
there is not a shred of evidence for negligence, that Jennie willfully undertook a risky sport, and
in fact signed a waiver acknowledging the risks involved. That waiver is part of the evidence
before this court.”Jennie’s mother sobs from the back of the room. She is consoled by Mr.
Knowlton. Both are in their late 40s, and for the trial are dressed in grey and black. You could
know nothing about this trial and still identify them as a couple who have suffered some kind of
horrible loss.“Order, please,” from Judge Whittaker. She is gentle, recognizing the emotive power
of Kirkland’s statements. The crying is muted and Kirkland continues.“Your Honor, we also
submit before the court the coroner’s assessment from George Town, Grand Cayman. I will
quote briefly from this document.”“George Town, Grand Cayman, July 18, 2014. It is therefore
the finding of this hearing officer that on July 15, 2014, Jennie Knowlton, 20, residing at –– St.,



Shaker Heights, Ohio, USA, did drown while scuba diving under the auspices of Ocean Realm
International Corp., subsidiary Ocean Realm Scuba on 7-Mile Beach, Grand Cayman, BWI.
Interviews with Charlene Marvich [dive master], Timothy Jenkins [rescue diver], William Bly
[rescue diver], Tilade Greene [boat captain], Johnnie Ebanks [boat spotter], Jonathan Archer
[boyfriend of Jennie], Mae Jayne Smith, Darwin Williams and Debbie Schwartz [vacationing
divers on Jennie’s boat] indicate and corroborate the circumstances of her death. We rule her
death was accidental.”At “accidental,” Pearson leans over and whispers something to his
colleague, a young woman who has to this point been taking copious notes. She nods her head
slightly, at which point Pearson pushes his chair back and stands to speak.“I object, Your Honor.
This is disgraceful, and I apologize for Mr. Kirkland’s gracelessness before the Knowlton family.
The girl is deceased, and to imply that her signature on a pro forma waiver absolves the
company of negligence is an insult. Obviously, her death was an accident. We are not here to
press criminal charges, and he is well aware of that fact. We are here to prove negligence, Your
Honor. Mr. Kirkland is here to defend that charge. That’s what the case is about. To dismiss
because it was an accident is to deny due process.”“Then what is the meaning of a waiver such
as the girl signed?” asks Judge Whittaker. For the first time there is a trace of doubt in her voice,
as if perhaps Kirkland has a point after all.“Your Honor, that question has been thoroughly
explored in numerous cases involving scuba divers, and there are at least two appellate
decisions. The basic reason for the waiver is to remove true nuisance suits from litigation; a diver
scratches herself, or gets bitten by a shark, or develops the bends – in other words, conditions
that may be construed as an inherent part of diving. There is no basis for a lawsuit in those
cases. The injured diver knew the risks, took the risks, and there is no negligence. However, in
the 1991 case of Kutinsky, et. al. vs. Largo Sea Charters, which took place in Monroe County,
Florida, the state appeals court made clear that the waivers didn’t apply. In that case a dive boat
sunk because of improper maintenance, and two divers were badly injured. They sued and
defense claimed that the divers’ waiver signatures invalidated the suits. The claimants won in
court, and on several appeals the decision was upheld. If I may, I will quote from the Florida
State Supreme Court, February 24, 1995.”“Is it brief?”“Very, Your Honor, less than a
minute.”Pearson places the appellate decision on the Judge’s growing pile of papers. She nods
approval and he begins reading.“Waivers serve a useful purpose, but in the final analysis each
claim must be judged on its merits. The signed waiver for scuba or other sports –including team
sports such as baseball and football –- is not intended to deny due process. Thus, the purpose
of participant waivers is not to absolve businesses and local proprietors of true negligence, but
only of accidents for which reasonable preparation could not avoid. In this case, as has been
repeatedly pointed out, the boat’s maintenance was deficient by both U.S. Coast Guard and
Florida state standards, and divers suffered when the boat floundered. The divers in question
did not intend their signature to waive such negligence, and the court does not construe such.
We affirm the lower court decision.”“Furthermore,” Pearson continues, now addressing the judge,
“if I may continue for a minute, less than an hour ago my esteemed colleague was arguing that



the girl was not dead, that there was some prank involved. Now he’s implying – no, in fact he’s
stating – that she suffered an accidental death. Yes, I believe he did use the “d” word, Your
Honor. Clearly, the only prank in this case is the contradictory argument presented by Mr.
Kirkland himself. In any case, Your Honor, we are fully prepared to make the argument that
Jennie would be alive and well today but for the negligence of Ocean Realm personnel. Her
signature on a piece of paper cannot be used to absolve Ocean Realm of negligence.”The judge
does not hesitate. “I agree, Mr. Pearson. Defense motion is denied.”Kirkland no doubt expected
as much, but his goal has been met. To establish cause for appeal, if necessary.“Your Honor,”
Kirkland says, “Mr. Pearson’s protestations notwithstanding, let it be stated for the record that an
establishment of accidental death with prior signature on a waiver countermands any award for
damages or compensation.”“Thank you, Mr. Kirkland. Do you have any other arguments before
this court, before we proceed with jury selection?”“May I have one minute to confer with my
colleague?” asks Kirkland.The judge nods in agreement, then shuffles through some papers
while Kirkland leans over to talk with his colleague, a young man about thirty. In less than a
minute, Kirkland turns to face the judge.“Nothing further, Your Honor.”“Then we’ll take a ten-
minute break,” she says. “When we return, we’ll bring in the jury pool for voir dire.”3. Trial Day
One (continued)Lawyers for each side have three dismissals of potential jurors, and each side
uses all three. Defense dismisses one potential juror because, on questioning, he admits to
having once sued a neighbor. The neighbor ran over the would-be juror’s dog, which was
unleashed and laying on the neighbor’s driveway. In other words, hyper-litigious. Defense also
dismisses a woman who lost an 18-year-old daughter to a rare disease. Best not to chance
seating an overly sympathetic juror.Plaintiff’s counsel dismisses a female nurse who seems
perhaps a bit too opinionated about medically-related issues. Just a hunch, of course, but she’s
gone. He also dismisses a man who is vice-president of a small manufacturing company. The
man is clearly not happy about being selected for jury duty, and comes across as anti- anything
that interferes with business and making money.And so it goes. Selecting jurors is often intuitive,
and the lawyers intuit as best they can. When jury selection is over a panel of ten people is
seated, eight jurors and two alternates. They are evenly divided at five men and five women, with
ages ranging from twenty-seven to sixty-eight. Only two have ever engaged in scuba diving, and
only one has been underwater within the past three years.~~~In trials plaintiffs must make their
case first, and then defense can cross examine plaintiff’s witnesses. Then defense calls its
experts, who can be cross-examined by plaintiff’s attorney. It’s a formula for which there are
many variations.
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Rita, “Uniquely told and well written. The author's medical background is well represented in this
fascinating legal drama. However, he also demonstrates a mastery of the law and a knowledge
of scuba diving in his crafting of a story that encourages the reader to join with the jury in
deciding the outcome. Well done!”

Adam, “Enjoyable and rewarding reading.. A young woman descends into the abyss on wall dive
with her boyfriend and the death eventually results in a civil lawsuit against the dive operator.
Unexpected circumstances come up that complicate the search for the cause of the death. It's a
skillfully told story by an author who is obviously versed in the physiology of scuba diving and
the legal process. The ending, I thought, was very well done.”

Murray Grossan, “The wall chronicle of a scuba trial. As a doctor who treats divers I particularly
appreciated this book and couldn't put it down.Not only are the dive details authentic and well
described, but the author has done a fine job of putting the reader into the real life courtroom. If u
like Perry Mason lawyer stories read this storyIf u like mystery and who dun it, read this storyIf u
like a tale that you can't put down, read this story”

Bosslady44Florida, “Easy, quick read. Great book - good pace. Dialogue is easy to follow. Writer
has a good style of conversational writing, making the reader feel as if he/she is also in the
courtroom during this trial. Not a slam dunk ending at all.”

Craig, “Four Stars. Well written.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Very good read, love how there was two endings.”

David L, “Great reading.. An entertaining account of a trial following the tragic death of a young
woman diving in the Cayman Islands. The author intertwines scuba, medical and legal issues
deftly. He obviously knows them all well. He presents plaintiff and defense arguments skillfully
and leaves you wondering until the very last sentence. I won't spoil the surprise but I love the
unusual way the author ends the book.If I have one complaint, it's that the book is too short - I
wanted more.”

The book by Lawrence Martin has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 15 people have provided feedback.
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